
Degaussing 101



What Does Degauss Mean?
• Computer hard drives use magnetic fields to store data 

on special discs called platters.
• Degaussing is the elimination of a magnetic field.
• A degausser of the appropriate strength will eliminate the 

magnetic fields on the hard drive platters eliminating all 
data.

Before After



Why Degauss?

• Computer hard discs are made to be robust 
storage systems

• Removing data from a hard drive can be very 
difficult as it was designed to have many 
methods of retrieval

• Anyone can send a drive to a recovery company 
and have the data retrieved from it.

• Manufacturers of hard drives engineer retrieval 
methods in to the design



How Does a Degausser Work?

There are 3 types of degaussers
1. AC Degaussers were originally designed to recycle 

tape.  They typically have a flat surface and the media is 
pushed across it.  The magnetic field is always on and it 
radiates from the surface of the degausser. 



How Does a Degausser Work

A/C Degausser (Flat Surface)
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2. Permanent Magnet Degaussers.  A rare earth 
magnet is placed above and below a media tube and 
media is passed between the magnets.  These magnets 
are always “On” meaning the magnetic field is always 
active.  Some of the magnets can be extremely powerful.  
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3. Pulse degaussers like the Garner HD-3WXL use a 
large coil that the media passes inside of and the pulse 
is just for a fraction of a second.  The high energy 
magnetic field is focused inside the coil and very little 
is emitted outside of the machine.



Magnetic Exposure
According to the American Conference of 
Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) 
Threshold Limit Values (2005) - Static Magnetic Fields, 
whole body exposure limits recommended for an 8 hour 
shift are 600 gauss.  

Because of the short duration of each pulse from an HD-
3WXL (1/20th* of a second) and the extremely small 
magnetic field outside of the HD-3WXL (<6 gauss, AOD), 
the total 8 hour whole body exposure is 0.004% of the 
recommended limit.  

AOD = Average Operating Distance



End of Life Cycle Plans

• Each company should have a plan 
developed to dispose of electronic media

• Improper disposal can cause legal 
problems as well as security problems

• Legal and security issues are well 
documented





End of Life Cycle

Overwriting/Secure Erase
1. Only adds layers to existing data.
2. Information is still there until new data is completely filling the 

drive.
3. Requires technical expertise and supervision of process.
4. Disk drive must be in perfect working order; i.e. damaged parts 

of the disk will still have information but cannot be 
overwritten.

5. Nearly five times the cost of degaussing

Cost to Overwrite 1,000 Drives
Overwrite/Secure Erase requires 3-6 Hrs. Per Drive
4000 technician hours = $260,000.00
Drives overwritten =       1,000.00
Value of drives saved = $  20,000.00

Cost $240,000.00

Cost to Degauss 1,000 Drives
Degausser processes 300 Drives Per Hr.
3 Technician hours to degauss =      $195.00
Number of Drives Degaussed =     1,000.00
Cost of new replacement drives = $40,000.00
Cost of degausser = $  9,000.00

Cost $49,195.00



End of Life Cycle

Physical Destruction
1. Drilling holes, hitting with a hammer, running 

over with a truck etc. will not get rid of data. It 
will only make it more difficult to recover.  
www.drivesavers.com

2. Check out the website and see the data that 
they have recovered.  Very enlightening.

http://www.drivesavers.com/�


End of Life Cycle System

Garner SW-1 Security Workstation



HD-3WXL Facts
1. Independently tested by SAS Type II Data 

Recovery labs (On-Track and Drive Savers) 
stated no recovery possible

2. Tested by Samsung and then purchased to 
degauss warranty drives

3. Only High Energy Bulk Degausser that takes 
1.66” high media

4. Less magnetic exposure during operation than 
a small desk fan

5. Independently certified to meet ANSI and CE 
standards





HD-3WXL Features

• Door Activated Auto Feed
• 9 Second Cycle Time
• Solid State Design
• Auto Operation
• Visual Verification of Degauss
• Accepts Media up to 1.66” (41.5mm)
• Self Diagnostics
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